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Wall migration and shear-induced diffusion of fluid droplets in
emulsions
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The spatial distribution of drops in multiphase Stokes flow is derived theoretically as a function of
two dimensionless parameters, accounting for wall migration, buoyancy, and shear-induced
diffusion. The wall migration effect, which drives drops away from the walls and toward the center
of the gap, is often significant even when droplets are 100 times smaller than the gap. By
comparison with the experimental drop concentration profile, the shear-induced down-gradient
diffusivity is measured and found to be approximately four to five times larger than the prediction
for dropself-diffusivity. These are the first such measurements of the diffusivity of drops with clean
interfaces and contrast markedly with previous measurements on surfactant-laden drops.
Nonuniform concentration along the vorticity axis is also investigated briefly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Immiscible fluid mixtures are encountered in many
dustrial processes, and the distribution and shape of the
perse phase in such fluids is of interest. In addition to b
phenomena, wall effects may become significant when sm
distances separate the bounding walls, see, e.g., Re
Greater understanding of multiphase flow in narrow passa
may aid development of microfluidic applications, partic
larly those concerning liquid–liquid separation.

In bounded uniform shear flow, fluid droplets are know
to migrate away from the walls and toward the center pla
of the shear cell~see, e.g., Ref. 2!. Small deformation
theory3–7 predicts the migration velocityumig,singleaway from
a single wall:

umig,single5a Caġa
a2

y1
2 , ~1!

wherey1 is the distance from the wall to the center of t
drop, a is the droplet radius, andġ is the shear rate.a is a
coefficient~equal to approximately 0.6, with slightly differ
ent values for each of the predictions cited! that is a very
weak function of the ratioĥ5hd /hc between droplet and
continuous phase viscosities@see Eq.~3!#. Ca is the capillary
number equal tohcġa/s, wheres is the interfacial tension

Experimental measurements2,6,8,9and simulations10–12of
umig,single are within several percent of the predictions
small deformation theory@Eq. ~1!# when ĥ,1, but poor
agreement is observed whenĥ is large. Even whenĥ,1,
significant deviations~nearly 40%! between simulation and
small deformation theory are observed wheny1 /a is small,
i.e., equal to 2.5.11 Moreover, these simulations show thata
also depends weakly on Ca wheny1 /a is small,10,11suggest-
1101070-6631/2003/15(5)/1106/8/$20.00
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ing that the assumptions of small deformation theory do
hold when the drops are within a few radii from the wall.

The prediction of Chan and Leal accounts for the eff
of both walls simultaneously:5

umig54a Caġa
a2

h2 S 2y82
8y8

~124y82!2D , ~2!

wherey8 is the dimensionless position from the center pla
between bounding walls separated by a distanceh. The sec-
ond term in Eq.~2! is always the most significant and
equivalent to the simple sum of the effect of each wall in
vidually. According to Chan and Leal, the coefficienta is
written

a5
~16119ĥ !

~16116ĥ !

3~54197ĥ154ĥ2!

280~11ĥ !2 . ~3!

Drops also drift in response to buoyant force:13

ubuoy52
2

9

~rd2rc!g

hc

~ ĥ11!

~ ĥ12/3!
a2, ~4!

whererd andrc denote the density of the respective phas
The ratio

b5
1

18a

Bo

Ca2

h2

a2

~ ĥ11!

~ ĥ12/3!
,

which depends strongly on Ca, assesses the relative im
tance of buoyancy and wall migration. Bo52(rd

2rc)ga2/s is the Bond number.
When an immiscible mixture contains a sufficient fra

tion of the droplet phase, then drop interactions are also
portant. When two droplets on different streamlines collid
their contact is asymmetric and the drops depart on stre
6
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1107Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 Wall migration and shear-induced diffusion
lines that are more widely separated that the original one
which they approached one another.14–17 Random collisions
therefore lead to random motions perpendicular to
streamlines.15,17 At high rates of flow, droplet motions ar
dominated by the flow and not by Brownian motion~high
Peclet numbers, PeB54a2ġ/DB , where the subscript B re
fers to Brownian diffusion of the drops, thereby distinguis
ing this Peclet number from the one to be introduced in S
II !, so that the apparent diffusive motion is called she
induced diffusion. The self-diffusivity for a monodispers
dilute distribution of droplets is equal to the product of t
collision frequency~proportional tofġ, wheref is the local
volume fraction of droplets! and the average square displac
ment per collision~proportional toa2):

Dself5fġa2f i , ~5!

where f i is a coefficient that depends weakly on Ca. T
diffusivity is anisotropic, so that the coefficientf y for diffu-
sion along the velocity gradient is 2 to more than 20 tim
greater than that along the vorticity axisf z .15 f y and f z also
depend on viscosity ratioĥ: they are essentially constant fo
ĥ,0.5 and approach zero at large relative droplet viscos

The diffusion coefficientD describing flux in a concen
tration gradient is proportional to the self-diffusivity@cf. Eq.
~5!#:

D5fġa2f gi . ~6!

It turns out thatf gi is greater thanf i ,15,18 because drople
collisions from the direction of high concentration are mo
frequent than those from the lower concentration side. A
consequence,f gy is at least twicef y .15 For rough hard
spheres,f gy56 f y .18 For droplets, however, the precise rel
tionship between the two diffusivities has not been est
lished. Here we report the first experimental measurem
of the drop diffusivity in emulsions without surfactant.

Shear-induced diffusion and wall migration work again
one another, and a nonuniform distribution of droplets is
pected at steady state. King and Leighton recently calcula
this distribution, assuming a linearized form of the migrati
velocity.9 In this report, we calculate the steady-state dis
bution of droplets for the unlinearized velocity@Eq. ~2!# and
compare with experimental results. We also consider the
fect of buoyancy. In the nonlinear problem, steady-state
lutions are no longer self-similar. Moreover, temporal so
tions may be qualitatively different, giving rise to
concentrated layer adjacent to a denuded one near the w

II. MODEL CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

First, we assume that the drop size distribution is mo
disperse, as is appropriate for steady state.19 Following King
and Leighton,9 the local flux of dispersed phase along t
velocity gradient direction~y axis! is

J5~umig1ubuoy!f2D df/dy, ~7!

and the corresponding volume fraction balance is

]f

]t
52

]

]y
@~umig1ubuoy!f2D df/dy#, ~8!
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whereumig , f, andD are functions ofy. Migration and dif-
fusion along the vorticity axis is ignored.

Substituting Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~6! into Eq. ~8!, and non-
dimensionalizing, t5t8(h2/ġa2f gyf0)5t8t, f5f8f0

~wheref0 is the average volume fraction! and y5y8h, the
governing differential equation is written

]f8

]t8
5

]

]y8 S f8 PeS 2b1y81
8y8

~124y82!2D D
1

]

]y8 S f8
]f8

]y8 D , ~9!

where

Pe5Ca
a

h

4a

f gyf0

is a Peclet number, describing the balance of convec
~wall migration! to diffusive transport on length scales of th
drop radius.

At steady state the net flux is zero, and diffusive a
convective fluxes balance. Two solutions of Eq.~9! are pos-
sible. One is the trivial solution, i.e.,f8(y8)50, describing a
region free of drops near the wall, demarcated by positi
ye28 andye18 . The other solution is found by integration:

f8~y8!5fc81PeS 11by82
y82

2
2

1

124y82D , ~10!

wherefc8 is an integration constant, equivalent to the n
malized droplet concentration at the center plane.fc8 is de-
termined by conservation of the total volume fraction, e
pressed as the following boundary condition:

E
ye28

ye18 f8 dy851. ~11!

Similar expressions can be derived for pressure driven fl
Whereas solutions of the linearized problem a

self-similar,9 nonlinear terms are significant when Pe
small, and the solutions are no longer self-similar~Fig. 1!.
fc8 andye68 were determined numerically@Eq. ~11!# ~see Fig.
2!, by integrating using the trapezoidal rule and an interva
Dy850.001. These figures illustrate that the linear solut
is a good approximation when Pe is more than 10. When
is small,fc8 andye68 approach 1 and60.5, respectively.

Although the solutions are not self-similar, the effect
average concentrationf0 remains simple. Multiplying Eq.
~10! by f0 , we note that only the first term depends onf0

~throughfc8 as well!, so that changing the average conce
tration simply displaces curves vertically.

Under what circumstances is wall migration significan
Since wall migration is rapid near the wall@Eq. ~2!#, migra-
tion is always significant there, producing a denuded zo
which may be narrow for very small Pe. At larger Pe, w
migration perturbs the drop concentration throughout
bulk. The significance of this bulk effect can be evaluat
from the magnitude of either the midplane concentrationfc8
or the root-mean-square deviation from the average con
tration,^(f821)2&1/2. Based on these measures, wall mig
tion has a substantial bulk effect even for small values of
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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1108 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 S. D. Hudson
of order 1 or less. For example, the average deviation of
concentration is 27% when Pe50.1 @Fig. 1~b!#. Considering
an emulsion at steady state, for which Ca'0.4, a'0.6, f gy

'0.2, f0'0.1, it is remarkable that significant bulk effec
occur even when the drop radius is two orders of magnit
smaller than the gap spacing~i.e., when a/h50.01, Pe
'0.5).

When Pe is changed, the concentration profile evol
toward a new steady state. In the linear model, these tem
ral solutions are identical in form to the steady-sta
solutions.9 For the nonlinear model, however, temporal so
tions are distinct in form. In fact, when Pe is increased
multimodal distribution may occur in which a peak in co
centration forms adjacent to the denuded zone~Fig. 3!. The
time required to establish the new denuded zone atye8 is
approximated by the following:

FIG. 1. ~a! Normalized steady-state local volume fraction vs dimensionl
position within the gap for Pe50, 0.1, 1, and 10, andb50. The concentra-
tion profile narrows progressively as Pe increases.~b! The root-mean-square
deviation from uniform drop concentration vs Pe.
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te6~ye68 !5
u6 1

22ye68 u•h

umig

5
t

Pe
U 6 1

22ye68

ye68 18ye68 /~124ye68
2 !2U , ~12!

whereumig is evaluated atye68 . t/Pe is an alternative time
constant for this problem, as noted by King and Leighto9

When Pe530, te50.005 t, so that the transient profile
shown in Fig. 3 is at approximately 0.2te . As expected, at
these short times, the width of the denuded zone is con
erably less than the final steady state.

Transient behavior can also be induced by drop coa
cence. If coalescence is slow compared tot, however, quasi-
steady-state concentration profiles result.

sFIG. 2. ~a! The integration constantfc8 as function of Pe, andb50. The
linear solution is shown with dashed line.~b! The edge of the denuded zon
ye8 vs Pe~closed symbols!, andb50. The ratio ofye8 to its linear approxi-
mation is plotted with open symbols. When Pe,10, ye8 differs significantly
from the linear prediction.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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III. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Three fluids were used in this study: poly~ethylene gly-
col! ~PEG, the continuous phase; PolySciences20!, poly~pro-
pylene glycol! ~PPG; Arco Chemical Co.! and poly~ethylene-
alt-propylene! ~PEP, Polymer Synthesis Facility, U
Minnesota!. Their number-average molecular masses a
10 000, 12 200 and 4300, respectively; the polydispersity
molecular mass for each is approximatelyMw /Mn51.1, as
determined by matrix-assisted laser-desorption-ionizat
mass spectroscopy and size-exclusion chromatography.

Experiments were conducted at 75 and 9060.1 °C. Vis-
cosities were measured using Carrimed and ARES cone-a
plate rheometers~Table I! and found to be Newtonian up to
shear rates of at least 800 s21. Since the viscosity of PPG and
PEP are similar, the viscosity ratioĥ is essentially constant
and equal to 0.18. Densitiesr were computed~Table I! based
on tabulated reference data according to the following:21

1/r51/r ref1e~T2Tref!, ~13!

wherer ref is the density atTref.
The interfacial tension between drop and continuo

phases was determined from measurement of small defor
tion under steady shear22,23 and by the droplet retraction
technique.24 The interfacial tension of PPG/PEG is 0.003
and 0.0030 N/m at 75 and 90 °C, respectively.25 The interfa-
cial tension of PEP/PEG is 0.010 N/m at 90 °C, cf. Refs. 2
27.

FIG. 3. A temporal solution after sudden increase in Pe from 1 to 30, a
b50. Shown are solutions for the initial and final single-mode steady sta
and the transient bimodal distribution att850.001.

TABLE I. Material viscosity and density.

Material T ~°C! h ~Pa s! r ~g/cm3!

PEG 10 k 75 4.1 1.081
90 2.7 1.070

PPG 12.2 k 75 0.71 0.970
90 0.50 0.960

PEP 4.3 k 75 0.91 0.826
90 0.48 0.817
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Mixtures were examined by bright-field optical micro
copy using a Linkam Scientific Instruments CSS-450 hea
shearing cell that was mounted on a Zeiss microsc
equipped with a 6403480 pixel CCD camera. One of two
103 long-working-distance objectives was used, and the
age magnification~0.81 and 0.66mm/pixel, respectively!
was determined using a calibrated Ronchi ruling. The sh
cell has a parallel-plate geometry;25 the gap spacing was cali
brated by means of the microscope stage micrometer by
cusing on the top and bottom plate surfaces. The transla
of the micrometer is linear and accurate to within 0.8
tested independently using a dial gauge micrometer. The
perimental uncertainty of the gap spacing is approximat
64 mm.

Mixtures were prepared by weighting the componen
and stirring them with a spatula. After loading the mixtu
into the shear stage, the gap was set as desired. If anothe
spacing was desired, the sample was stirred again and
loaded, before setting the gap, so that initial conditio
would be consistent. The sample was sheared at a de
rate for timesO(1000 s), or longer, in intervals of approx
mately 100 s. After such long shearing times, the drop-s
distribution was relatively narrow, withav /an'1.2. (av and
an denote volume and number averaged radii, respectiv
and were computed according to procedures descr
earlier.28! Immediately after shearing, when the sample w
at rest, a series of images were obtained at different plane
focus ~Fig. 4!. The distance between successive planes
focus is approximately equal to the translation of the mic
scope stage micrometer times the refractive index of P
nPEG51.46.29 Rest times were limitedO(100 s), so that
buoyant motion during rest could be neglected.@For ex-
ample, PEP drops,a510mm, in PEG at 90 °C rise at a rat
equal to 27 nm/s—Eq.~4!.# The drop concentration, gap se
ting, and shear rate were selected to facilitate measurem
of the drop concentration profile: viz., so that images
drops would not overlap significantly and so thata/h,10.
Owing partly to these requirements, the range of Pe tes
was limited. @Note that for all experiments, the Reynold

d
s,

FIG. 4. Two images from a through-focus series of images of the same
of the sample. The previous shear rate was 5 s21, h5200mm, and av
517mm. The focal plane is at~a! y535 and~b! y550mm. The variation
in the appearance of the drops indicates their position relative to the plan
focus. Dark ~under-focused! drops ~e.g., labeled with a minus sign! are
closer to the objective lens, and white~over-focused! drops ~e.g., labeled
with a plus sign! are further away. Drops near the plane of focus~labeled
with an asterisk! exhibit weaker contrast, such that the interior of the dr
has nearly the same intensity as the surroundings and only its rim app
dark. Note that a light ‘‘halo’’ surrounds under-focused drops, whereas o
focused drops are surrounded by a dark one.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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1110 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 S. D. Hudson
number Re5rcġh2/hc is small ('1026), so that Stokes flow
can be assumed.#

For each series of images, the number of drops in fo
in each image was recorded~e.g., see Fig. 4!. The number
density was normalized to give unit integral across the g
so that it could be fit directly with the normalized concent
tion @Eq. ~10!# by adjusting Pe. From Pe, the drop gradie
diffusivity f gy was determined.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental conditions and results are summarized
Table II, and an example data set is shown in Fig. 5. W

TABLE II. Summary of experimental conditions and data analysis.a

Drop matl PEP PEP PPG PPG

f0 0.0200 0.0200 0.0220 0.0220
T ~°C! 90 90 75 90
ĥ 0.18 0.18 0.17 0.19
h ~mm! 200 200 150 100
ġ ~s21! 5 20 40 80
av ~mm! 17 10 8.5 6.0
Ca 0.02 0.05 0.40 0.40
b 2.7 0.46 0.006 0.003
NI 13 28 15 8
Nd 352 1329 362 244
f y 0.038 0.042 0.050 0.050
Pe 1.060.2 2.060.5 11.061.4 10.160.7
^D2&1/2/ANI 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
f gy 0.21 0.16 0.22 0.25
f gy / f y 5.5 3.7 4.4 5.0

aThe standard uncertainty inh and av are 64 and 61 mm, respectively,
based on one standard deviation.NI is the total number of images in th
focal series, andNd is the total number of drops counted. Heref y is esti-
mated by interpolation of the calculations of Loewenberg and Hinch, a
function of ĥ and Ca~Ref. 15!.

FIG. 5. Theoretical and experimental volume fraction profiles are compa
Symbols represent data from PEP drops (f50.0200) sheared at 20 s21; see
Table II for detailed parameters and results, error bars represent sta
uncertainties. The solid curve is the best-fit line from Eq.~10!, where Pe
52.0. The volume-averaged drop radius (av510mm) is indicated at left.
The gap spacing is 200mm.
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denuded zones adjacent to each wall are evident~Fig. 5!.
These denuded zones are clearly not an excluded vol
effect, because they each are much wider than the drop
dius. The experimental concentration profile is fit to the th
oretical profile @Eq. ~10!#, by adjusting the value of Pe to
minimize the sum of squared errors ((D2). The uncertainty
in Pe is estimated from the values of Pe that cause this e
sum to double. From the value of Pe, we deduce the o
unknown material parameter, i.e.,f gy ~Table II!. Since an
estimate off y ~Table II! is available by interpolation of pub
lished results,15 we calculate the unknown parameterf gy / f y .
The uncertainty in this ratio is essentially the same in p
portion as the uncertainty in Pe. The ratiof gy / f y does not
depend significantly on Ca~for Ca ranging from 0.02 to 0.4!.
Averaging the four experiments,f gy / f y54.660.8. This
value is somewhat smaller than the value 6 that was ca
lated for rigid rough spheres.18 Although no calculations are
published,f gy / f y is expected to be roughly of this magnitud
also for fluid drops.9

These results differ from those previously reported
King and Leighton,9 who found values off gy equal to
roughly 0.02, approximately an order of magnitude sma
than our current measurements. King and Leighton s
gested three possible reasons to explain their unexpect
small values. Of these, the most significant difference w
the present experiments and likely the most significant ef
is partial immobilization of the interface induced by the pre
ence of surfactant.~Concerning the other two suggestion
coalescence is rare and size polydispersity is only a m
effect.9! The diffusivity of drops with completely immobile
interfaces is expected to be indeed very small.30

Although the interfaces~in the experiments of King and
Leighton! were, by design, far from being complete
immobile,9,31 the effectiveness of the surfactant in inhibitin
coalescence is consistent with a partial reduction in the
terfacial mobility. Such reduction can influence the coal
cence process in one or two ways. First, as the mobility
the interface decreases, either by increasing drop viscosit
adding surfactant, the trajectory of colliding drops a
proaches that exhibited by solid particles.32 Second, at large
enough Ca, lower interface mobilityalso suppresses film
drainage, and thereby further inhibits coalescence. In rela
to shear-induced drop diffusion, the effect of surfactant
the drop trajectory is the central issue.

In the present experiments, the interfaces are clean, w
out surfactant. Surfactant is not necessary to prevent coa
cence, because both phases are somewhat more viscous
the fluids used by King and Leighton. Consequently, the c
lescence rate is small. In addition, the experiments involv
PPG drops are essentially at Cacrit , where the coalescenc
rate is negligible.

We now estimate the approximate degree of interfa
immobilization in the experiments of King and Leighton an
the magnitude of its effect on the diffusivity. The gradient
the interfacial surfactant concentration caused by drop c
vection may be limited by any of three factors:33,34 diffusion
~of surfactant! on the interface, diffusion in the bulk~to and
from the interface!, and local equilibration between the inte
face and the adjacent regions. Specifically, the concentra

a
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1111Phys. Fluids, Vol. 15, No. 5, May 2003 Wall migration and shear-induced diffusion
gradient is associated with at least one of three parame
depending the dominant~limiting! mechanism: Pes ~the in-
terfacial Peclet number!, Peb•H ~the product of the bulk Pe
clet number and the dimensionless diffusion distance!, ġ/k
~the ratio of the shear rate to the kinetic rate constant
desorption, i.e., the inverse of the Biot number!, respectively.
Of the three, only Peb•H depends significantly on surfacta
concentration. The interfacial gradient induces a Marang
stress that retards the interface, which is proportional to
product of Ma~the Marangoni number! and the appropriate
parameter associated with the concentration gradient.32,35

The Marangoni stress depends on surfactant volu
fraction fs in such a way that at very low concentration,
increases withfs and then itdecreasesagain at high con-
centrations, when surfactant exchange with the bulk is do
nant. In the latter ‘‘remobilization’’ regime,31,36 increasing
surfactant concentration mainly reduces the diffusion d
tanceH.

For King and Leighton’s experiments (ġ'10 s21; a
'300mm), we estimate Pes'Peb5ġa2/Ds'33103 and

H'
Gmaxvs

~fs1fsc!a
'531023,

so that bulk diffusion is far more effective than surface d
fusion in reducing interfacial concentration gradients.
other words, the interface is remobilized to a significant
tent. ~These estimates involve the following parameters:
surfactant diffusion coefficientDs'2.6310210 m2/s;31,37

the molecular volume of the surfactantvs'1 nm3; the maxi-
mum interfacial concentrationGmax'1 nm22;37 and the vol-
ume fraction of surfactant in the aqueous phasefs

'0.0009, which is approximately 1500 times greater that
characteristic concentrationfsc .31,37! To obtain the larges
estimate of remobilization, we also assume that the inte
cial kinetics are fast enough~i.e., k.1 s21, approximately
an order of magnitude larger than thelower boundestimate
suggested by Stebeet al.31! that surfactant exchange with th
bulk is limited by diffusion. Considering drop viscosity an
Marangoni effects together,38 the interfacial mobility is pro-
portional to approximately 1/(313ĥ1Ma Peb H). Ma can
be estimated as

Ma'
s02s

s0Ca
,

wheres0 is the interfacial tension in the absence of surfa
tant, (s02s) is the surface pressure, and Ca is the capill
number. In King and Leighton’s experiments, Ma is ne
unity. In view of an approximately analogous relationsh
betweenĥ and Ma Peb H, we conclude that Ma Peb H is
large enough@O(10)# that a significant effect on the dro
diffusivity is possible,15 in spite of rapid exchange of surfac
tant with the bulk. Note that reducing the interface mobil
by means of Marangoni effects will have a much grea
effect on diffusivity than on wall migration, because of d
ferences in local flow type: the former involves drop inte
action ~local interface extension!, whereas the latter is asso
ciated with single drop behavior~interface recirculation!.
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While the focus of this report is migration along th
velocity gradient direction~y!, we close this section by re
porting interesting observations of migration along the v
ticity axis ~z!. Global migration along the vorticity axis is
predicted to be negligible,39 and indeed none is observe
However, bands of high and low drop concentration~Fig. 6!
develop under some conditions, most readily when drop s
and Ca are relatively large~see caption, Fig. 6!. Bands were
observed in mixtures containing either PPG or PEP dro
Demonstrating the importance of large drop size, th
stripes may be erased by shearing at high rates, so tha
drops break to a much smaller size and eventually redist
ute by shear-induced diffusion alongz. Demonstrating the
importance of large Ca, weak stripes~those that have jus
begun to form, so that the concentration of drops is o
slightly nonuniform! can also be erased by shearing at slow
rates, though the rate of erasure is much slower. Such era
may be prevented, if the rate of coalescence is fast eno
~When coalescence is dominant, string and ‘‘pearl-neckla
morphologies have been observed.1,40! It was not possible to
obtain uniform~alongz! mixtures with sufficiently large PEP
drops at high Ca~Table II!. Consequently, analysis off(y)
for this material was restricted to lower values of Ca. In
experiments analyzed according to Eq.~10!, the concentra-
tion of drops along the vorticity axis was uniform.

A nonuniform organization of dispersed phase along
vorticity axis is also found in coating flows of suspensions
rigid particles.41 The coating flow field was realized in
Couette device partially filled with the suspension.41 When
the device was completely filled, no such segregation of p
ticles was observed. These and related phenomena have
discussed theoretically, e.g., Refs. 42 and 43, and additi
theoretical work is needed.

V. IMPLICATIONS

This work demonstrates that wall migration in fluid su
pensions may be significant, with important implication
First, this phenomenon has significant effects on coalesce
behavior, because the concentration of disperse phas
higher in the center of the gap, thereby increasing the c
lescence rate.25 To approximate the magnitude of this effec

FIG. 6. Trains of drops that develop after extended shearing times w
drop size and Ca are large enough. The image is taken at rest after she
at 100 s21 for 200 s. The volume average drop radius isav59.1mm, so that
Ca50.25. The gap spacingh is 200 mm. Essentially the full width of the
band on the right is in view. As in Fig. 4, drops have various light and d
appearance.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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we recall that coalescence of moderately dilute suspens
involves collisions between pairs of droplets, and that
collision frequency per unit volume is proportional tof2.
Therefore, the effective concentration for coalescence is
f0 . Rather, to leading order it is25

feff5
^f2&
f0

. ~14!

Wall migration and drop banding phenomena also contrib
in other ways to morphology development. For examp
when the average volume fraction is high enough, the m
plane volume fraction becomes large enough that continu
thread formation is possible.1,40 Wall migration has a crucia
practical influence on the surface appearance and sur
properties of extruded and molded parts.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The steady-state profile of the volume fraction of d
persed phase produced by the balance of wall migration
shear-induced diffusion is calculated for simple shear, w
out any linearization approximation for the drop migrati
velocity, valid for all values of Pe@Eq. ~10!#, thereby extend-
ing an earlier analysis9 that is valid in the limit of high Pe
~.10!. The effect of buoyancy is also described. This ana
sis was used to obtain the first experimental measuremen
drop diffusivity in emulsions with clean interfaces. The
results differ significantly from previous results from a
emulsion containing surfactant, and the effect of surfact
on drop diffusivity is discussed. The experimental gradi
diffusivity is approximately 4 to 5 times larger than pu
lished predictions of the self-diffusivity. Under conditions
sufficiently large Ca and drop size, migration in the vortic
direction was also observed.
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